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                      Abstract 
    This type of architecture commercial complex, thanks to modern production and 
the progress of science and technology, and the transformation of people's way of life. 
The current number of powerful developers have the commercial real estate 
development as a priority among priorities of their future business strategy, which 
represents the commercial complex is a major trend in the future, it represents a city's 
prosperity. And commercial complex atrium space is one of the important nodes, the 
space environment will directly affect people's psychological behavior. Because of the 
complexity of the commercial complex itself, as well as the building itself and the city 
with more and more closely, the atrium space largely assume the role of city space. A 
high-quality atrium space environment, can have a positive impact on the 
psychological behavior of people, but also promote the city's taste, gained a lot of 
business benefits. Based on the psychological behavior of people as the starting point, 
in-depth exploration of some human atrium space of the commercial complex design 
strategy. 
    Previous research design of atrium space tend to put the user just as simple trial, 
and subjective design architects for the leading, to analyze and solve problems. In fact, 
consumers of commercial complex atrium space more often than architects more right 
to speak, because they tend to be more frequent in the experience of space. The core 
of this paper is the interaction between the psychological behavior and the atrium 
space of the commercial complex, mainly from the space form, solid elements, space 
elements, visual elements and other aspects of starting, and analyzed with examples of 
practical investigation, to summarize the humanization design concept of the 
commercial complex atrium space design principles and trends. The rest of this 














and people do research and define a comprehensive. 
    Respect for people is the main space position, as well as to people's feelings and 
behavior as the main consideration, analysis of the quality of the pros and cons of 
atrium space of the commercial complex. In order to in architectural design in a new 
angle to the commercial complex atrium space design and practice to provide useful 
help and reference. 
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